Why WINK•EASE is always
the CLEAN Option!
Hygienic, disposable
WINK•EASE has always
been the CLEAN choice
for protecting your eyes
while tanning.
Many salons that
are fanatical about
“clean” don’t provide “community”
(loaner) or “shared”
eyewear and have
switched to providing only disposable
eyewear. WINK•EASE disposable
eye protection is manufactured in
the USA in an FDA-inspected lab,
and, unlike products made in China,
meets governmental regulations and
FDA requirements for US and Canada
— which is very different from goggles
and copycat disposables.
Every tanner receives a fresh pair
of WINK•EASE for each tanning
session. Each are folded into a cone,
and a light, medical adhesive keeps
them in place, covering each eyelid.
No elastic band is required, and unlike
goggles, the no nose-bridge design
allows the tanner to roll over in a
tanning bed or wear in a stand-up.
LashRoom WINK•EASE creates a
taller cone and
accommodates
longer lashes,
but the “fold into
a cone for a custom fit” concept
is the same.
Unlike goggles, WINK•EASE disposable
eye protection is licensed by the FDA
for a single use – you use a pair once
and then throw them away.

WINK•EASE are classified as a Class
One Medical Product by the FDA;
which means disposables cannot
be re-used without compromising
its cleanliness and sanitation — the
same way cotton
balls and tongue
depressors are
classified.
Would you want
your doctor
saving that
tongue depressor
for your next check-up? The eye is a
mucous membrane just like your nose,
mouth, ears and genitals – and germs
and diseases enter the body through
mucous membranes — which is why
so many tanners already prefer
WINK•EASE for sanitary reasons —
there’s little or less chance of disease
or germ issues when the eyewear is
disposed of after every session.
If a tanner does
own their own
goggles, they should
be kept clean,
washed after each
use, and stored in
a ziplock baggie to
avoid contamination. With WINK•EASE,
tanners never have to worry about
cleaning their own goggles or concern
about “community” goggles not being
properly cleaned.
All FDA-compliant eyewear must be
a complete UV block, but also must
allow enough visible light through

the eye protection to allow the
tanner to shut
off the tanning
unit in case of an
emergency. Once
formed into a
cone, WINK•EASE are see-through,
with about the same visibility as
sunglasses.
You’ve probably
noticed that you
can see through
goggles, too;
some styles have
better visibility
than others. If
you like to use your cell phone for
texting while tanning, WINK•EASE are
perfect to wear during a tanning
session to check your Social
Networks.
Tanners who use
stand-ups love
WINK•EASE because they stay
on in stand-ups
and can be
custom-fit to fit
their face.

Always ask for the CLEAN
eyewear — proudly made
in the USA — clean, easy,
disposable WINK•EASE!
HAPPY TANNING!
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